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(Tape 1 of 3 tape interview.)

C. (inaudible) the same generation even though 3 years older

D. (inaudible) you were quick

C. That's (inaudible) baby book...........

D. (inaudible)

C. About your.....but I think that my focus um.....initially (inaudible) clarify the context (inaudible) subjected here to control (inaudible) dominance, subjugation, and abuse (inaudible) participating, continuous participating and then uh.....

B. (inaudible) before we start, here's my card

C. Thank you very much (inaudible)

B. Tom's on his way over

C. Thank you...........when he gets here we'll walk you through that I mean (inaudible)

B. Okay no that's fine, that's fine, actually I'll be following Tom's lead but what I would like to do on this while we're waiting here I can get some preliminary information from you
Nancy, your name and date of birth and all that stuff

D. Okay

B. It is Nancy right

D. Uh-huh

B. Okay, do you have a middle name Nancy

D. Jo J O

B. J O, okay

D. And my last name is Krebs K R E B S

B. K R E E

D. No K R E B S

B. B S Krebs okay, and your birthday

D. 4/25/62

B. How tall are you and how much do you weigh

D. Uh about 5'5"

B. Okay

D. And I weigh last time 142

B. 142

C. That's okay

B. Brown hair and

D. I have blue eyes

B. And what's your current address

D. Uh in California
B. Uh

C. Yes
B. Why don’t you give me all the addresses where you can be contacted

D. Okay
B. If that’s what we need
D. [Blank]
B. Okay

C. (inaudible)
A. Tom Trujillo

D. [Blank]
B. [Blank], okay I’m just getting some preliminary information

C. Nancy Krebs, Det. Tom Trujillo
D. Hi
A. Nancy how you doin’
D. Fine
B. (inaudible) [Blank].
D. Uh-huh
B. And that in
D. Los Oso
C. Los Osos, okay
D. Right
C. Capital O
B. Right
The first one

Los Osos

Uh-huh

Osos okay and what’s the uh zip code

Um

Okay, and a phone number

Okay, there was another address

Just through office

(Recording went dead at this point.)

Huh, aw well it’s (inaudible) of technology

Okay, this is for the recording here um, what you’ve shown me so far is is copies of your baby book and some photographs including photos of Fleet White Sr. and then some photographs of Fleet White Jr’s children

Yeah and there should

Correct

Be a....actual....a picture of Fleet White

At his wedding.

Okay, and where did these photographs come from, I mean I the ones (inaudible) obviously, but where did these other photographs come from

From my grandma’s um photo album

Okay and that’s still out in California

Yeah
Okay, now this photo, there's a video of these photographs is that correct, is that what this is

None none of these, videos of other family photographs and correspondence

Oh there it is

Okay.......okay so this is Fleet White Jr's wedding picture

Um kind of from left to right who's this female in the white shirt

Let me see

A white dress

Can I look at it

Sure

It's a little bit hard, that's uh Nyla

Okay, which would be Fleet White's

Mother

Okay

Fleet White Jr., his wife Priscilla, his father

Okay

And his sister Loni

Okay, and the original photograph is out in California

Right

Okay, so I need to pull this out, if you don't mind

For the record that was from a page 20 from a
C. Fax

B. From a fax.....right

D. Uh-huh

B. Is that what that was from

A. Okay so

D. And this is uh.....this is a horrible picture (inaudible) uh the quality of it but this is a picture of Fleet White Jr. and Fleet and that's a.....a picture of little Fleet

A. Okay so this is Fleet White Jr., one who is currently in Boulder

D. Right

A. And his son

D. Right

A. Okay, and that's on page....... (inaudible) hard to tell.....16

B. Looks like page 16 from the fax copy from [redacted].

A. And then these other photographs uh the other pages of photographs um.....one's not numbered uh but these are all family photographs of Fleet White's.....Fleet White Jr's children, where were these taken at

D. Um

A. Have any idea

D. Well it it says right here, it's written on there that this is before they moved to Colorado

A. Okay

D. And that they were 5 and 31/2 years old

A. Okay

D. And that they were taken at a children's museum in Tennessee

A. Okay, very good, that kind of that way I can go back and try to figure out what's what as far
as all these photos go, okay, and then you have this greetings from Fleet and Nyla that would be Fleet White Sr.

D. Right
A. And his wife and who are the two children in there
D. Uh Fleet White I guess, he’s really Fleet White III
A. Okay
D. And Daphnie
A. Got it and that was taken in Aspen in 1997
D. Right
A. Okay
D. And I have the most recent....um....from....on that tape
A. Okay
D. Was sent
A. So on the video tape is another photograph
D. Uh-huh
A. Is that right, okay, um so I guess I guess there’s some sort of a connection between you and the White families, Fleet White Sr., Fleet White Jr., I understand that, uh let’s start kinda back in the beginning it’s probably the easiest way
D. Okay, can we read this first
A. Sure
D. I think (inaudible)
A. What what
D. Um
A. What is this
D. It's a.....it's a letter to my grandmother

A. Uh-huh

D. From uh Nyla White

A. Okay

D. And I think it has some significance because it talks about how uh....they would spend Christmases with my mom

A. Uh-huh

D. And my grandmother .........

(Very long pause).....(50 sec pause)

A. And Gordon is

D. It's my grandpa that passed away

(Long pause) (20 sec pause)

A. I'm, it talks about Fleet and Loni, would be Fleet White Jr.

D. Uh-huh

A. Okay

(Long pause) (25 sec pause)

D. (inaudible), when will she (inaudible) communication

C. Huh

D. (inaudible)

C. (inaudible)

A. Okay, that's fine (inaudible) um so let's start back let's (inaudible) start back as far as you can first remember um your family and the White's family being together, when was that

D. Probably when I was about 3 years old
A. Okay, so the White’s have been um friends of your.....parents, grandparents
D. Both
A. For many, many years
D. Yes
A. Okay, um.....where did you guys live at that time
D. Where did I live
A. Yeah where did you live
D. I lived in Buena Park, California
A. Okay, and Fleet White Sr. was good friends with your grandfather, is that correct
D. And my grandma
A. And your grandma
D. Both
A. Okay, and where did the Fleet White Sr. live at that time
D. In Hunt, not Hunt, in Long Beach
A. Long Beach okay
D. Uh-huh
A. Um kinda kinda bring me up to date just a little bit um you know how you kept in touch with the White family, that sort of thing and then talk about.....go into a little bit more detail if you would.... (inaudible) kind.....kind of tell me throughout the years you know I mean have you kept in touch with the Whites, have you have you communicated with the Whites I mean obviously there’s.....communications from 1997 uh but kinda start back from when you first remember and go forward and kinda give me an idea of....of a your contacts with the Whites
D. And like........
A. Just general contacts
D. Well that’s really hard to do because I would say that my contacts weren’t general contacts
with them

A. Okay, um I mean did you... cause it talks about it a little bit um Christmas time, that sort of thing, let's start there um I mean I understand there's some other things some subtle things goin' on in this letter but kinda generally and how often would the Whites visit you guys, your grandparents, your parents that sort of thing

D. Very often

A. Okay, daily, weekly

D. Uh I would say at holidays

A. Okay

D. Christmas, Easter um... and uh birthdays, like my grandpa's birthday or my grandma's birthday or

A. Okay so

D. Fleet Senior's birthday or Nyla's birthday

A. Okay so generally and and let's talk about, let's break the families up into, there's too many Fleets here

C. Uh-huh

A. I want let's let's break the family up into Fleet White Sr. um and Nyla correct

D. Uh uh-huh

A. Um they would visit your folks or your grandparents

D. My grandparents

A. Okay so Fleet White Sr. and Nyla would visit your grandparents on on the average, the major holidays throughout the year, is that what you're sayin', um Christmas, Easter, and birthdays

D. Birthdays uh-huh

A. Okay any any other times that....

D. I'm sure there were other times but I don't know exact dates it would be real hard for me to give exact dates from that point or